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On October 16, 2018, Vice Chancellor J. Travis
Laster of the Delaware Court of Chancery issued a
post-trial opinion in In re PLX Technology Inc. Stock-
holder Litigation, a dispute arising from the August
2014 merger between PLX Technology (“PLX” or the
“Company”) and Avago Wireless (U.S.A.) Manufac-
turing Inc. (“Avago”), now known as Broadcom Inc.
The Court held that PLX’s directors had breached their
fiduciar and disclosure duties in connection with the
merger, and that Potomac Capital Partners II, L.P.
(“Potomac”), an activist hedge fund that pushed for
the sale of PLX to Avago, had knowingly participated
in that breach. The Court based its conclusions pri-
marily upon the conduct of the PLX directors, Po-
tomac and its principal, Eric Singer, during both
Potomac’s proxy contest and Singer’s subsequent ten-
ure on the PLX Board as the chair of the special com-
mittee overseeing the sales process. Critically, the
Court reasoned that Singer, whose conduct was im-
puted to stockholder Potomac, was a dual fiduciar to
PLX’s stockholders and Potomac’s investors, and, as
such, had incurable conf icts of interest arising from
Potomac’s position that the only viable course of ac-
tion for the Company was a short-term sale.

This decision is significan because the Court made
a theme of director susceptibility or acquiescence to
what it termed “activist pressure” the basis for its
conclusions that f duciary and disclosure duties had
been breached. Further, the decision appears to be the
f rst occasion that a Delaware court has determined
that a conflic of interest attendant to a breach of fidu
ciary duty could be present based solely on the Court’s
perception that a shareholder director had a short term
investment outlook absent any additional factors, such
as extra or undisclosed compensation or other im-
proper benefits

Background

The Failed IDT Transaction

The relevant events began seven years ago, when
PLX f rst began merger discussions with Integrated
Device Technology, Inc. (“IDT”). In April 2012, PLX
and IDT signed a merger agreement with a price of
$7.00 per share. PLX’s f nancial advisor, Deutsche
Bank, then solicited competitive bids. That process
resulted in only one proposal, fromAvago: an all-cash
deal for $5.75 per share. The PLX Board declined to
pursue Avago’s offer, and disclosed the competing
proposal to shareholders.1 PLX and IDT eventually
abandoned the transaction after the Federal Trade
Commission moved to block the merger on antitrust
grounds.

Potomac Acquires a Large Stake in PLX

PLX’s stock price plummeted after the merger with
IDT failed, which attracted the attention of Potomac.
After building and disclosing its position in PLX,
Potomac’s publicly-stated investment thesis for the
Company, as consistently set forth in a letter-writing
campaign to the PLX Board and shareholders, was
that the Company should be sold promptly and that its
most likely buyer would be the unnamed competing
bidder who emerged during the IDT sales process (i.e.,
Avago). Singer also personally relayed his position to
PLX’s CEO and other executives via voicemail, email,
telephone calls, and further correspondence. In re-
sponse, PLX’s directors and executives stated that
they no longer believed a sale was in the best interests
of the Company.

Potomac Launches a Successful Proxy
Contest and Singer Shepherds PLX’s Sale to
Avago

In November 2013, Potomac f led a def nitive
proxy statement that sought to replace three of the
eight PLX directors with Singer and two independent
candidates. Once again, Potomac disclosed its view
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that PLX was ripe for a sale, and it urged the other
PLX shareholders to support its candidates on that
basis. Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”)
endorsed Potomac’s slate, and PLX’s stockholders
subsequently approved Potomac’s nominees, who
joined the PLX Board on December 18, 2013.

The next day, an Avago executive contacted Deut-
sche Bank regarding Potomac’s presence on the PLX
Board. At the time, Deutsche Bank was acting as a
f nancial advisor to both Avago and PLX. The Avago
executive told Deutsche Bank that Avago was in a
quiet period in connection with a separate transaction,
but would be interested in acquiring PLX for about
$300 million. Deutsche Bank relayed these points to
Singer later that same day, but Singer did not share
this information with the other PLX directors.

Singer subsequently was named by the PLX Board
as chair of the special committee overseeing the sales
process. After the conclusion of the quiet period,
Avago and PLX began negotiations in May 2014, and
announced the Avago-PLX transaction in June 2014.
No competing bidder emerged and, after a vote of the
stockholders and the Board, the merger closed on
August 12, 2014.

The Litigation

After the announcement of the Avago-PLX merger,
plaintiff stockholders alleged the PLX directors had
breached their f duciary duties by approving the
merger and breached their disclosure duties in recom-
mending the stockholders approve the merger. Plain-
tiffs also asserted claims against Avago, Potomac, and
Deutsche Bank, which ultimately served as PLX’s
f nancial advisor for the sale, for aiding and abetting
the directors’ breaches of f duciary duty. The Court
subsequently granted motions to dismiss submitted by
Avago and two directors. After the close of discovery,
all remaining defendants except Potomac reached
settlements with plaintiffs. The Court then denied
Potomac’s motion for summary judgment and the par-
ties proceeded to trial.

The Opinion

The Court found that the PLX directors had
breached their f duciary duties by, in essence, being
“susceptible to activist pressure.”2 The Court specif -
cally contrasted the directors’ defensive representa-
tions during the proxy contest with their post-contest
agreement to a sale and a sales process conducted by
Singer.3 The Court also negatively cited the PLX
directors’ inability to put forth a credible explanation
for a series of adjustments to the projections PLX used
to justify the deal price,4 and their choice to use an
investment advisor with a “longstanding and thick”
relationship to Avago, the buyer.5 In particular, the
Court criticized Singer for concealing from the other
directors material information about the sales process
that he learned through the investment advisor.6 The
Court deemed PLX’s disclosures inadequate on es-
sentially the same grounds, citing Singer’s conceal-
ment from the stockholders of the early communica-
tion of material information and the misleading
disclosures regarding the projection adjustments.7

The Court then considered whether a stockholder
could be held liable for the actions of its agent on a
board of directors, and concluded that Singer’s rela-
tionship with Potomac and “his role in directing and
implementing Potomac’s strategy” permitted the attri-
bution of his knowledge and actions to Potomac.8 Del-
aware law presumes that investors act in their own
self-interest, and typically, an investor’s control of a
large block of shares is presumed to mitigate divergent
interest concerns. Here, however, the Court reached
the opposite conclusion,9 and reasoned that Singer, as
a dual f duciary to both PLX’s stockholders and
Potomac’s investors, had incurable conf icts of inter-
est, arising solely from Potomac’s position that the
only viable course of action for the Company was a
short-term sale.10

After determining liability, the Court considered
damages, and concluded that plaintiffs were unable to
prove that the sale price was inadequate or that the
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value of PLX as a standalone company was greater
than the deal price.11

Analysis and Key Takeaways

Both activists intending to advocate for the sale of
a target and boards facing or defending an activist
campaign should take note of the outcome of this case,
in which the Court explicitly concluded that fiduciar
and disclosure duties had been breached as a result of
directors applying or succumbing to what the Court
deemed “activist pressure.”12

As a general matter, Delaware law does not require
incumbent directors to rigidly adhere to their defensive
positions after a proxy contest ends.13 Such a require-
ment would impermissibly hamper a director in carry-
ing out her f duciary duties, by preventing her from
considering new advice or information. In this case,
the Court made the contrast between the pre- and post-
proxy contest conduct of Potomac and the PLX direc-
tors the crux of its liability determinations. Specif -
cally, the Court scrutinized the public statements and
positions of Potomac and the PLX Board during the
proxy contest, particularly Potomac’s focus on the sale
of the Company and repeated threats to sue the direc-
tors who questioned its plans,14 and the PLX direc-
tors’ responsive representation that it was not the right
time to sell.15 The Court then compared these stances
with the post-contest conduct of the PLX Board, now
including Potomac’s designees, which promptly
installed Singer as the chair of the special committee
and executed Potomac’s investment thesis—a sale of
Avago—as quickly as possible after the expiration of
Avago’s quiet period. The Court also was extremely
critical of Singer’s failure to disclose Avago’s indica-
tion of continued interest that he learned through its
f nancial advisor, and cited the presence of inconsis-
tent projections,16 poor and post hoc record keeping,17

and the engagement of a f nancial advisor with a
longstanding relationship with the buyer18 as further
factors in its conclusion that f duciary and disclosure
duties had been breached as a result of “activist
pressure.”

The decision also is notable because it appears to
represent the firs time that a Delaware court has found
a prevailing conf ict of interest solely on the Court’s
perception that a hedge fund investor held a short-term
investment thesis. This is an unusual result because no
additional or aggravating factors were present, such as
an extra or gratuitous compensation sought by or
given to Potomac,19 and Potomac received the same
price per share as every other PLX stockholder as a
result of the merger.20 Moreover, Potomac’s invest-
ment thesis—a quick sale to provide profit to PLX’s
stockholders, including Potomac—was openly dis-
closed as the sole plank of the platform on which
Potomac conducted its proxy contest, which in turn
was endorsed by ISS and supported by a majority of
PLX stockholder votes.21

Importantly, the Court made clear that it was not
announcing a completely new standard governing the
attribution of the actions of a stockholder director-
designee to the stockholder itself, and that the prepon-
derance of the evidence standard was still f rmly in
place.22 The Court’s determination that Singer was not
a credible witness at trial, particularly with respect to
his claim that he considered the pursuit of value
enhancement options other than a sale of PLX and his
denials of contentious interactions with other direc-
tors, as well as the indicia of a poorly managed sales
process, also may work to limit the impact of this de-
cision to the facts of the case. Nonetheless, the deci-
sion has the potential to open the door to a new wave
of shareholder litigation following sales or change of
control transactions initiated by activist investors who
obtain board representation, alleging that “activist
pressure,” evidenced by a strong investment thesis in
favor of a sale, overcame f duciary and disclosure
duties and infected the sales process.

At a minimum, activist investors who succeed in
electing designees should be cautioned that Courts
prefer to see boards function collegially and profes-
sionally, and will take a dim view of incidents of
threats or incivility both before and after designees
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join the board.23 Additionally, should a board deter-
mine that a sale of the company is in the best interests
of the shareholders, directors must recognize and ar-
ticulate, early and often, that their fiduciar obligation
is to all shareholders, and the activist designee should
not be permitted to dominate either the consideration
of the issue by the board or, once the decision to sell is
made, the process itself. Finally, the sale of a company
is a unique process that requires directors to conform
their behavior to high standards of conduct. It was
clear that the Court regarded Singer’s failure to share
information with the board as both a very serious
mistake and a stain on his trustworthiness, which is
the essential quality that a Delaware director must
have.
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Shareholder activist campaigns have increased in
2018, following a slowing trend in 2016 and 2017 as
compared to 2014 and 2015. The most common objec-
tive of activist campaigns in 2017 and 2018 has been
M&A-related—and, indeed, activism has changed the
cadence of M&A activity. However, notably, only one
activist (Elliott) has had an M&A objective in more
than just a small number of its campaigns. Below, we
discuss the M&A-related trends in shareholder activ-
ism; provide a chart outlining the 2018 campaigns by
the most frequent activists; note certain trends in activ-
ism not related to M&A; and offer practice points on
preparing for and responding to shareholder activism.1

Key Developments: M&A-Related Activism

M&A is the most common objective of activist
campaigns. In about one-third of newly announced
public activist campaigns in 2017 and 2018 to date,

the announced key objective was an M&A-related
matter (i.e., suggesting a sale of the company or a divi-
sion; or seeking to block, or to improve the f nancial
terms of, an announced deal).While board change also
was a primary publicly stated objective in about one-
third of the newly announced public campaigns in this
period, a value maximization thesis usually underpins
campaigns for board change. The data also ref ects,
during this period, notably fewer campaigns focused
on governance, operations or management change,
and notably more campaigns focused on business
strategy and capital allocation or return (i.e., seeking
stock buybacks or increased dividends).

As a result of activism, the cadence of M&A
activity has changed. First, the vast majority of M&A
transactions (in 2017, over 80%) are now initiated by
a bidder rather than by a target company’s decision to
initiate a sale process. Second, concurrent with the
increased aggressiveness associated with activism,
there has been a significan increase in “hostile” (i.e.,
unsolicited) M&A bids. Third, the potential for activ-
ism has made companies more cautious about reject-
ing a credible, private acquisition proposal. In this
connection, when a bidder chooses to make its interest
in a target company known publicly, it can generally
count upon activist investors to emerge and increase
the pressure if the target company resists the bid.
Activists may also surface after a failed unsolicited
offer seeking to oust recalcitrant board members.
Finally, at the same time, the threat of activist involve-
ment can discourage companies from proposing a sale
that may be questioned by shareholders.

In our view, M&A-related activism may become
more aggressive. We note that, while some activist
funds have been highly profitable the financia results
for most activist funds generally have been poor. In
addition, activists have been holding their investments
for longer periods, and directors appointed in settle-
ment agreements have been serving longer than the
period required under the settlement. Further, activists
have harvested many of the “low-hanging fruit”
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